Let B be a finitely generated birational extension of Z[x], the ring of polynomials in one variable over the integers Z. (That is, B is a finitely generated extension of Z[x] contained in its quotient field Q(x).) Then Spec(B) is order-isomorphic to Spec (Z[x]). This affirms part of a conjecture of Wiegand (1986) .
Introduction
Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring with 1. We consider the prime spectrum of R, Spec(R), the set of prime ideals of R, as a partially ordered set under inclusion.
(For Noetherian rings, the underlying partially ordered set determines the topology on the spectrum.) In the 195Os, Irving Kaplansky asked: "Which partially ordered sets arise as Spec(R) for some Noetherian ring R?" [8] . This is still an unsolved problem. Some progress has been made towards a more modest goal: Describe those partially ordered sets arising from Noetherian two-dimensional domains which are related to polynomial rings. For example, Heinzer et al. [2- 61 partially describe the prime spectra of finitely generated birational extensions of a polynomial ring over a semilocal one-dimensional domain and Wiegand [ 12,131 characterizes spectra of two-dimensional polynomial rings over the integers and over finite fields.
In particular, an interesting question arises: "For which Noetherian domains R is
Spec(R) Z Spec(Z[x])?'.
Wiegand shows in [12, 13] that this is true if R is a twodimensional domain that is finitely generated as a k-algebra, where k is an algebraic extension of a finite field. The spectrum of the polynomial ring in two variables over the rationals, however, is not order-isomorphic to Spec(z [x] ). He conjectures in [13] Conjecture 1.1. Every two-dimensional domain A which is a finitely generated Zalgebra has prime spectrum order-isomorphic to that of Z [x] .
He proves this in the case A =D [x] , where D is an order in an algebraic number field.
The conjecture is equivalent to the assertion that the spectrum of every twodimensional domain which is a finitely generated Z-algebra satisfies five specific axioms (the CZP Axioms 1.3 ) which hold for Spec (Z[x] ).
Every pair of countable partially ordered sets satisfying these five axioms are isomorphic [12] . The fifth axiom is the most difficult to prove; it is trivial to verify the first four (see Lemma 1.6).
We prove here that Conjecture 1.1 holds for finitely generated birational extensions We believe some generalization of our techniques might be used to establish Conjecture 1.1.
We begin by introducing the notation for partially ordered sets to be used throughout. Notation 1.2. Let U be a partially ordered set satisfying the ascending and descending chain conditions. For u E U, the height of u, ht(u), is the length of the longest chain to u from a minimal element in U; the dimension of U, dim( U) = max{ ht(u) 1 u E U}.
For all u and v in U, and for all subsets S and T of U, define
Gs(~)={YESIY>~)>
Gs(u, 0) = G(u) n G(u), C%(T) = n GsW, and H,(U)={u~UIht(u)=i}.
tET
We write G(u), G(u, u), and G(T) for Gu(u), G&U, v), and Gu(T), respectively.
The CZP axioms 1.3. A partially ordered set U satisjies CZP provided:
(Pl) U is countable with a unique minimal element.
(P2) U has dimension two. there is a height-one element w in U such that w < t, 'dt E T, and whenever t' E U is greater than both w and s for some s in S, then t' E T. Recall that "an order in an algebraic number field k" is an integral domain with quotient field k which is a finitely generated Z-module. For (P3), we first prove that every maximal ideal of C has height two. Since every maximal ideal of R has height one, every maximal ideal of R[xl,. . . ,x,1 has height n + 1 by [9, Q. 114, Exercise 31. Therefore, every maximal ideal of C has height two. If Q is a height-one prime of C, then Q is not maximal and so C/Q has dimension Since Axiom (P5) of (1.3) is so important, we give a new definition related to that axiom. In other words, a radical element for a U-pair (S, T) is an element w of U such that w < t, Vt E T, and whenever t' E U is greater than both w and s for some s in S,
Using this definition, (P5) above can be restated. (P5) Every height-(1,2)-U-pair has a height-one radical element. Since we are working primarily in two-dimensional partially ordered sets U, pairs are usually height-( 1,2)-U-pairs and the "height-( 1,2)" may be omitted.
The radical elements play an important role in defining isomorphisms between pairs of CZP sets. Say U = {zQ}~~, V = {v~}~~~, are CZP sets with ht(uc)=O= ht(uc).
If (P,, : {u~}~~~ + V is a monomorphism preserving heights and order and Hi ({Ui}y=, ) # 0, the existence of radical elements enables qn to be extended to a new height-one element w of U so that q(w) E V is in the right place. (This is an oversimplification; the procedure is explained carefully in [12].) Remarks 1.9.
(1) If w is a radical element for a pair (S, T) and IG(w)l = co, then w 4 S. This is because if w E S and s = w, then G(w) n G(s) = G(w) is not contained in the finite set T. In particular, for a partially ordered set U satisfying (P3), a height-one radical element w for a (1,2)-U-pair (S, T) is never a member of S. (2)IfS~S'cHi(U)andTCT'CH~(U),where,j>i,andt~~, V'tcT'-7', YES, then a radical element w for (S', r') is also a radical element for (S, T). To see this,
note that T' C G(w) + T 2 G(w), and t E G(w) n G(s) for some s E S 3 t E T' and t q! T' -T; thus t E T.
Thus, in particular, to show that a particular U-pair (S, T) has a radical element, we can assume that, by expanding S if necessary, for every t E T, there exists an s ES with s < t. for the pair is infinite. To see this, suppose that w is one such radical element; by Remark 1.9( 1 ), w $J S. The pair (S U {w}, 7') has a radical element w' @ S U {w} which is also a radical element of (S, T). By continuing in this way we produce infinitely many radical elements for (S, T).
Localizations and technical lemmas
We first study localizations of Z[x] Proposition 2.1. Let X be u partially ordered set and UI,. . . , u, height-one elements
Proof. It is enough to check (Pl)-(P5) for U. Axiom (PI) is obvious. For (P2) and (~3), note that Spec(Z[x]) has infinitely many height-one elements, and thus X and U do. If u is a height-one element of U, then GLI(u)= Gx(u) -(U~=,Gx(u,u,)).
SinceX satisfies (P3) and (P4), jGx(u)]=oo and ]IJ~~rGx(U,ui)] <co. Thus, ]Gu(u)] = cc and dim(u) = 2. For (P4), Vu, u E H,(U), Gu(u, v) c Gx(u, u); hence G&u, u) is finite.
For (P5), every (1,2)-l/-pair (S, T) is also an X-pair. By (P5) for X and Remark 1.9(4), there are infinitely many height-one radical elements w for (S, T) as an X-pair such that UsESGX(~~,.r) s T z Gx(w). Choose one such w not in (~1,. . . ,un}; then w~Ht(u) and
Thus, (P5) is satisfied. 0 (1) (a, 6) is an R-sequence, or (2) a, b generate the unit ideal in R.
Corollary 2.2. Let y be an indeterminate over Z[x] nnd let f E Z[x] be a nonzero nonunit. Then
Spec((:FT;)) ZSpec(Z[x,f]) ZSpec(Z[x]). Proof. Clearly (Z[x, v])/( f y -1) " Z[x, (l/f)]. Let ut , . . . , u, be the height-one primes of Z[x] containing f. By Proposition 2.1, Spec(Z[x][l/f])" Spec(Z[x]). 0
I).
(a,b) is 
Proof. Note that H2( U) $ UsES G(s). For, if H2( U) C lJYES G(s) and p E H,(U) -S; then G(p) C UsES G(p,s) a finite set, contradicting (P3). Let t E Hz(U) -USES G(s).
A radical element w for the pair (S, {t}) . 1s also a radical element for (S,@) by Remark 1.9(2). For the last statement, let (S, 7') be a U-pair with / Tl < 1 and let w be a radical element for (S, T). Then w cf S as in Remark 1.9( 1). Furthermore, (SU{w}, T) has a radical element w' # w, which is another radical element for (S, T). Continuing this process, we see that (S, T) has infinitely many radical elements. . Let Q be a prime ideal minimal over 1 -LX then Q is comaximal to Pi,. . , P, and therefore, Q is a radical element. Thus, we may suppose that /TI 2 1. By Remark 1.9(2) we may assume that each element in T is above at least one element in S. Let T = {ml,. . . ,md}, , P,. such that h = f + qg is an irreducible polynomial over Q, so irreducible over Z. Write w= hR, a height-one prime of R.
Claim. w is a radical element jtir (S, T).
First ,rnd} = T and the claim holds. q
Theorem 2.9. Let R be u two-dimensional integrul domuin which is a finitely generuted Z-ulgebru. Then every (1,2)-Spec(R)-pair (S, T) ,vith ITI 5 I has infinitely I~III?'
rudicul elements. 
Proof. Write

Claim. W = I$ W') is a rudicul element for (S, T) in R.
First note that it has height one in R and W < m since Wi = W' < m$. If n is a maximal ideal of R, such that n > W and n > Pi for some i, then n* > W' > Q', n$ > Piti + I@ E T' since Q' is a radical element for (S', T'). This implies ni = rn$ and then n =m E T. Thus, W is a radical element for (S, r). By Lemma 2.7, there are infinitely many radical elements for (S, T). 0
Birationai extensions of Z[x]
First, we note a general fact about birational extensions. 
Proposition 3.1. Suppose that C is un integral domain, O#c E C and D is u hirational extension such that C g D C C[ l/c]. Let Vo(c) = {P E Spec(D)l c E P}, und P E Spec(D) -Vo(c). Then there exists u prime ideal Q E
Furthermore, for every irreducible element h E Z[x] which is relatively prime to ,f in Z[x], P = hAf n B is a prime ideal of B.
Proof. This is clear by Proposition 3.1, because every height-one prime ideal of the unique factorization domain Z[x] is generated by an irreducible element. 0
The following lemma is a consequence of the Artin-Rees Lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Let R and C be Noetherian integral domains, with h a nonzero element of C and I a nonzero ideal of C. Then there exists u positive integer e so that
(1) ForeverydECandeveryk>e,hdEIk+dEIk-'. (2),
.f"
Also. Proof. We need check only Axiom 1.3 (P5) for Spec(B) by Corollary 1.7. Let (S, T) be a (1,2)-Spec(B)-pair; we seek a radical element for (.S, T). By Remark 1.9(2) we may assume (1) Every height-one prime ideal of B containing J' is in S.
(2) Each element of T contains at least one element of S.
If 1 TI < 1, we are done by Theorem 2.9, so we assume that 1 Tl > 1. Let 1 E T. We assume by induction that (S, T -{.~1'}) and (S, {. 1 '}) have radical elements PI and P2, respectively. Then PI # P2, because otherwise .1 > PI, 1 > Q, for some Q E S by (2) , and the radical property of PI for (S, T -{.,r,"}) would imply I E T -{, I '}. Let 
is such that h2d2/fnI E PI. Then (hldl/fk)(h2d2/f")E B, so by Lemma 3.4(3) As an application of Theorem 3.5 we now extend some results of [5] concerning the spectra of certain two-dimensional birational extensions of polynomial rings over semilocal one-dimensional domains. The crucial Axiom (P6) there is related to the Axiom (P5) of (I .3) above: If Axiom (P6) holds for the spectrum of a birational extension C of the type studied in [SJ, then the structure of j-Spec(C) is sufficient to completely determine Spec(C). (Here j-Spec(C) = {P 1 P E Spec( C), P = n maximal ideals}.) The j-spectra for C (depending on .f and y) is determined in [5] , so the major missing piece is to see when Axiom (P6) holds.
Theorem 4.5 in [5] states that certain birational extensions satisfy Axiom (P6): Note that in [5] , the authors do not include rings satisfying the hypotheses of Corollary 3.8 among those for which Axiom (P6) hold. Therefore, this result is a slight extension of their work.
